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Each economic benefit claim made in this bid has been reviewed and approved by BW 
Research Partnership as either reporting a direct commitment or a modeled impact founded on 
verifiable, replicable, and best-practice approaches to economic benefit calculation in applied 
research. 

______________________ 

Philip Jordan 
Vice President 
BW Research Partnership 
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Mr. Gregory Lampman         January 13, 2023 
NYSERDA Offshore Wind Program Director 
17 Columbus Circle 
Albany, NY 12203  
 
 
Dear Mr. Lampman, 
 
Community Offshore Wind, a joint venture between RWE Renewables and National Grid, is responding to 
NYSERDA’s 2022 Request for Proposals for procuring Offshore Wind Renewable Energy Certificates (ORECs) to 
deliver clean energy to the state of New York. On behalf of the Civil Service Employees Association Long Beach 
Unit #7569, representing over 500 library, housing, lifeguard, and sanitation workers, I support the project and 
believe Community Offshore Wind will deliver clean energy to the Northeast efficiently, reliably, and safely 
while creating good union career opportunities for New Yorkers.  
 
Community Offshore Wind (COSW) has the collective experience for executing successful large infrastructure 
and clean energy projects, but also the familiarity with the people that live and work in New York. RWE is one 
of the world’s leading companies in offshore wind and has constructed 18 wind farms. National Grid serves 
over 20 million people throughout the Northeast, including New York, and has developed large-scale 
infrastructure projects across the US and UK. Given the joint venture’s experience in generation and 
transmission locally, they are uniquely qualified to help address the just transition of displaced workers as we 
move towards the clean energy economy.  
 
Since February 2022’s NY Bight lease sale, the joint venture continues to be present throughout communities 
in New York and have made an impact. They are collaborating with organized labor, education, and workforce 
training facilities on how to build a local and diverse workforce and provide individuals with the education and 
training necessary to have family-supporting careers. Already, the COSW team has secured a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) with the NYS Building Trades for a Project Labor Agreement (PLA) on the construction of 
the project and the related manufacturing facility construction needs. Additionally, COSW is demonstrating 
their intentionality of unionization in the operations and maintenance and manufacturing sectors by pursuing 
a Labor Peace Agreement (LPA) with Climate Jobs NY and appropriate labor organizations. 
 
Our members are on the frontlines every day maintaining and operating the City of Long Beach. We 
understand what it takes to rebuild communities from natural disasters exacerbated by climate change.  After 
Superstorm Sandy and other recent intense storms, it is clear that we need clean energy. Our community has 
a unique opportunity to be a leading voice in supporting responsible offshore wind development. The Long 
Beach CSEA unit looks forward to collaborating, attending, and creating awareness of COSW and the good 
union jobs expected from its development. 
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Community Offshore Wind is working with local suppliers and minority-owned businesses to create a secure 
and high-road regional supply chain. The team is also committed to utilizing union shops and working with 
local non-profit organizations to provide educational, economic, and environmental benefits to underserved 
communities. 
 
The project will sit on the largest parcel in the New York Bight and has the potential to host 3 GW of capacity, 
enough to power over one million homes. The project will help New York State meet the goals of the Climate 
Leadership and Community Protection Act, which has set a target that 70 percent of the state’s electricity be 
produced from renewable resources by 2030. 
 
I express my support for Community Offshore Wind’s proposal to NYSERDA to provide clean energy from 
offshore wind to the state of New York.  
 
 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 

John Mooney 
President 
CSEA Long Beach Unit #7569 



























January 20, 2023 

 

Ms. Doreen Harris, President and CEO 

New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 

17 Columbus Circle 

Albany, New York 12203 

 

Dear Ms. Harris 

 

On behalf of the Long Island Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO, representing over 250,000 union members and their 

families in Nassau and Suffolk Counties, to express our support for Community Offshore Wind, a joint venture 

between RWE Renewables and National Grid, in response to NYSERDA’s third offshore wind solicitation.  

Community Offshore Wind’s commitment to deliver clean energy safely, reliably, and efficiently while creating 

good union jobs for Long Islanders will have a positive impact on our region and build a brighter future for all 

New Yorker’s.  

 

Achieving the goals of the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act (CLCPA) is vital to the future of 

our affiliates and their members.  Working people are on the frontlines of the climate crisis and bear the brunt of 

every natural disaster.  During Tropical Storm Isaias, Hurricane Sandy, and every other severe weather event that 

has impacted our region, working people respond in order to power our homes, rebuild our communities, and 

deliver public services.  They do it all while dealing with the devastation inflicted on their own homes.  They will 

once again be called upon to respond when the next severe weather event makes landfall.  Therefore, we applaud 

your commitment to advancing this industry.  Our movement firmly believes in an all of the above energy 

approach that help’s New York lead on climate change responsibly.   

 

The Community Offshore Wind (COSW) partners have experience delivering large infrastructure and clean 

energy projects, as well as a deep understanding of the people who call Long Island home. National Grid serves 

over 20 million people throughout the Northeast, including millions on Long Island.  RWE is one of the world’s 

leading companies in offshore wind. Their collective experience in generation, transmission, and offshore wind 

coupled with their local footprint makes them well positioned to address the just transition of displaced workers.  

This makes them an ideal partner to help New York achieve a real just transition.  

 

Furthermore, the Community Offshore Wind team has secured a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the 

NYS Building & Construction Trades Council for a Project Labor Agreement (PLA) on the construction of the 

project as well as the construction of related manufacturing facilities as needed.  They are committed to the pursuit 

of a Labor Peace Agreement (LPA) covering operations, maintenance, and manufacturing to ensure workers are 

able to exercise their rights under the National Labor Relations Act free from employer interference.  If successful 

in their bid, we look forward to collaborating with them and creating awareness of Community Offshore Wind 

and the good-paying union jobs expected to come from its development. 



 

In order to realize the industries full economic potential, developers must prioritize a regional supply chain as 

more offshore wind farms are built in the Northeast. Community Offshore Wind has indicated a willingness to 

work with local suppliers and minority-owned businesses to create an environmentally-conscious, regional supply 

chain. If they are able to follow through on this commitment, building out the regional supply has the potential to 

revitalize our aging manufacturing base and would afford our workforce a competitive advantage to develop the 

unique skills needed to assemble offshore wind projects throughout the Eastern Seaboard. 

 

Finally, the Community Offshore Wind project would sit on the largest parcel in the New York Bight, which has 

the potential to host 3 GW of capacity, enough to power over one million homes. This would be a significant step 

in helping New York State meet the goals laid out by the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act. 

 

Please let us know if we can provide any further input for your consideration of the Community Offshore Wind 

proposal to NYSERDA. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 
John R. Durso      Ryan Stanton 

President      Executive Director 
 

 



















January 16th, 2023 

Mr. Gregory Lampman 

NYSERDA Offshore Wind Program Director 

17 Columbus Circle 

Albany, NY 12203  

Dear Mr. Lampman, 

Community Offshore Wind, a joint venture between RWE Renewables and National Grid, is responding to 

NYSERDA’s 2022 Request for Proposals for procuring Offshore Wind Renewable Energy Certificates 

(ORECs) to deliver clean energy to the state of New York. On behalf of the New York City District Council 

of Carpenters, representing over 20,000 members with distinct crafts, including shop and industrial 

carpenters, dock builders, millwrights, timbermen, high rise concrete, floor coverers, and more, I support 

the project and believe Community Offshore Wind will deliver clean energy to the Northeast efficiently, 

reliably, and safely while creating good union career opportunities for New Yorkers.  

Community Offshore Wind (COSW) has the collective experience for executing successful large 

infrastructure and clean energy projects, but also the familiarity with the people that live and work in New 

York. RWE is one of the world’s leading companies in offshore wind and has constructed 18 wind farms. 

National Grid serves over 20 million people throughout the Northeast, including New York, and has 

developed large-scale infrastructure projects across the US and UK. Given the joint venture’s experience 

in generation and transmission locally, they are uniquely qualified to help address the just transition of 

displaced workers as we move towards the clean energy economy.  

Since February 2022’s NY Bight lease sale, the joint venture continues to be present throughout 

communities in New York and have made an impact. They are collaborating with organized labor, 

education, and workforce training facilities on how to build a local and diverse workforce and provide 

individuals with the education and training necessary to have family-supporting careers. Already, the 

COSW team has secured a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the NYS Building Trades for a 

Project Labor Agreement (PLA) on the construction of the project and the related manufacturing facility 

construction needs. Additionally, COSW is demonstrating their intentionality of unionization in the 

operations and maintenance and manufacturing sectors by pursuing a Labor Peace Agreement (LPA) with 

Climate Jobs NY and appropriate labor organizations. In the future, the NYC District Council of Carpenters 

looks forward to collaborating, attending, and creating awareness of COSW and the good union jobs 

expected from its development. 



Community Offshore Wind is working with local suppliers and minority-owned businesses to create a 

secure and high-road regional supply chain. The team is also committed to utilizing union shops and 

working with local non-profit organizations to provide educational, economic, and environmental benefits 

to underserved communities. 

The project will sit on the largest parcel in the New York Bight and has the potential to host 3 GW of 

capacity, enough to power over one million homes. The project will help New York State meet the goals 

of the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act, which has set a target that 70 percent of the 

state’s electricity be produced from renewable resources by 2030. 

I express my support for Community Offshore Wind’s proposal to NYSERDA to provide clean energy 

from offshore wind to the state of New York.  

Sincerely, 

Joseph A. Geiger 

Executive Secretary-Treasurer  

New York City and Vicinity District Council of Carpenters 



 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

 
January 25, 2023 

 
Mr. Gregory Lampman 
NYSERDA Offshore Wind Program Director 
17 Columbus Circle 
Albany, NY 12203  
 
Dear Mr. Lampman: 
 

I write to you on behalf of the United Steelworkers (USW), representing 
thousands of members across New York and hundreds of thousands of workers 
across the United States and Canada, regarding Community Offshore Wind (COSW), 
a joint venture between RWE Renewables and National Grid. COSW is responding to 
NYSERDA’s 2022 Request for Proposals for procuring Offshore Wind Renewable 
Energy Certificates (ORECs) to deliver clean energy to the state of New York. Our 
union supports the project’s efforts to bring steel manufacturing to the Hudson Valley 
and Western NY region while creating good union career opportunities for New 
Yorkers.  

 
Community Offshore Wind has the collective experience of its two partners in 

executing successful large infrastructure and clean energy projects, and also in the 
familiarity with the people that live and work in New York. RWE is one of the world’s 
leading companies in offshore wind and has constructed 18 wind farms. National Grid 
serves over 20 million people throughout the Northeast, including New York, and has 
developed large-scale infrastructure projects across the U.S. and UK.  

 
This project will sit on the largest parcel in the New York Bight and has the 

potential to host 3 GW of capacity, enough to power over one million homes. Since 
February 2022’s NY Bight lease sale, the joint venture has conducted outreach to 
labor unions and other organizations on how to build a local and diverse workforce 
and provide individuals with the education and training necessary to have family-
supporting careers.  

 
COSW is demonstrating their intentionality of unionization in the operations and 

maintenance and manufacturing sectors by advancing negotiations on a Labor Peace 
Agreement (LPA) with the New York State Federation of Labor, representing unions, 
including USW, across the state. In the future, our union looks forward to coordinating 
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with COSW to utilize our Veterans and Women of Steel programs and growing union 
jobs in NY State in the offshore wind supply chain.  

 
In addition, COSW is working with local suppliers and minority-owned 

businesses to create a secure and high-road regional supply chain. Their stated 
commitment is to utilize union shops and work with local non-profit organizations to 
provide educational, economic, and environmental benefits to underserved 
communities. 

 
Our union supports Community Offshore Wind’s proposal to NYSERDA to 

provide clean energy from offshore wind to the state of New York because it articulates 
commitments to union labor and local supply chains.  

 
Sincerely, 

 
 

Thomas M. Conway 
International President 

  
 
 





































Global Supplier Diversity Policy 

National Grid, a global electricity and gas company based in the UK and northeastern US, is 
committed to being a responsible business partner in everything we do. It is enshrined in our 
purpose � to Bring Energy to Life. We have a duty to contribute to society and the communities 
we serve while keeping the lights on and the gas flowing. 

As a responsible business partner and active community participant, National Grid views 
supplier diversity as not just an internal corporate priority and policy but as an external priority to 
be supported and embedded in our communities. 

Diversifying our supply chain plays an important role in carrying out our core mission and 
delivering on our purpose. We want to ensure that we support the communities that we serve by 
acknowledging and addressing the economic and social concerns confronting them especially in 
today�s uncertain and challenging climate. Taking steps to provide for a diverse and inclusive 
supply chain is one way that we can do this. 

Expanding the diversity of suppliers in our supply chain is an important part of our procurement 
strategy. We understand the value of an inclusive supply chain that is richly diverse with ethnic, 
minority, women, LGBTQ, disabled, small and medium enterprises and other businesses 
reflective of our diverse communities across the globe. 

Every day our Supply Chain Corporate Social Responsibility team is working across our global 
business units to address social inequalities in these business communities and provide 
opportunities to diverse suppliers in our service territories with a commitment to: 

Raise awareness around the existence and capabilities of diverse suppliers
Increase diverse supplier participation in sourcing opportunities
Identify subcontracting opportunities for diverse suppliers
Track and support spend with diverse suppliers
Mentor and strategize with diverse suppliers
Invest in skills training to prepare diverse suppliers to support and participate in today�s
and tomorrow�s energy and utility sector

Responsibility at National Grid means applying our values to everything we do, every day. 
It�s what society expects us to: 

Do the right thing
Find a better way
Make it happen

And our team at National Grid is working hard to make it happen for diverse suppliers across 
the globe. 

John Pettigrew 
Chief Executive Officer 
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